
hr. John Bowley 	 3/21/94 
14 Lilac Laose 
Coughborough 
Leiceeteruhire 
LE 11 2LA 
ENGLAND 

Dear Mr. Bowley, 

Pow does iestreet come to be called 'Cl"6156 rAther than street or avenue? 

Thanks for that CIA record. I regret I cannot *vier most of your questions about it. 

You may get a reuponne from the CIA telling you FOIA reqmiren them to disclose 

identifiable reeorda, not to do any /a:search for requesters. 

My Jim Garrison files are quite adensive and more, are in the basement and I am 

severely limited in use of the stairs so I cannot help that way. I should tell you that 

to begin with I bell ed he knew what h o was talking about, that I had no real interst 

in Shau and prosumel that as a prosecutor he would not have made usUh-euch charges 
without proof, and too late realized that he was just making it all up as he went. I 

know ofNotbing factual that he over brought to light, alas, an.: almost nobody mis- 

lead and misinformed so many people and so effectively At that. The man was a great 

tragedy, he was that able, but there is nothing at all about thecssassination from 

him that 1  know of that is factual, dependable. 

When as it should be soon Case Open  is available I'll have nothing to do with -__  
sales. It is being published by Carroll & Graf, 260 Fifth Alva., New York, NY 10001. 

The manuscript was cut so heavily I believe they plan to charge a modest sum for it. 

But I have no idea when it will appear. They've not told me. 

Thu Domestic Contact tervice in overt and normal for all such agencies. 

That, heibever, does not,xplaini
like thosehtDentnal Colder Staff being searched. 

■ 4.11.91,1;11.1.-- 

Hunter Leake wan had of the New Orleans DOS. It would have been normal for him 

to have had that many contacts with sham because of Shaw's position and the interests 

of all intellisgnce agencies in the kinds of inlorhation allsaoh eoplefean provide. 

That is not spooking. (liven the- many interests they en innumerablel other shared in 

New Orleans, it is not at all unlikely that from time to time they just bumped into 

each other. 

I used that orriere della Sera story in Oswald in New °ripens. I cannot add to it. 

Never heard of Project QICENCHANT and do not know what Shaw was given covert security 
st- 

approval(bilt that varagrr h is enough for a FOIA request for that and relevwnt records.. 

Intereeting and provocative! 

It is a distortion to say that 	rison's menA  raided Shaw's ge, which was a house, 

not an apartment. They had a search warrant. If you learn any more, I'm interested. 
Best wishes, 	

tka./1",  

Harold Weisberg 


